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ABSTRACT
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) will likely revolutionize transiting exoplanet atmospheric science
due to a combination of its capability for continuous, long duration observations and its larger collecting area,
spectral coverage, and spectral resolution compared to existing space-based facilities. However, it is unclear
precisely how well JWST will perform and which of its myriad instruments and observing modes will be best
suited for transiting exoplanet studies. In this article, we describe a prefatory JWST Early Release Science
(ERS) Cycle 1 program that focuses on testing specific observing modes to quickly give the community the
data and experience it needs to plan more efficient and successful transiting exoplanet characterization pro-
grams in later cycles. We propose a multi-pronged approach wherein one aspect of the program focuses on
observing transits of a single target with all of the recommended observing modes to identify and understand
potential systematics, compare transmission spectra at overlapping and neighboring wavelength regions, con-
firm throughputs, and determine overall performances. In our search for transiting exoplanets that are well
suited to achieving these goals, we identify 12 objects (dubbed “community targets”) that meet our defined
criteria. Currently, the most favorable target is WASP-62b because of its large predicted signal size, rela-
tively bright host star, and location in JWST’s continuous viewing zone. Since most of the community targets
do not have well-characterized atmospheres, we recommend initiating preparatory observing programs to de-
termine the presence of obscuring clouds/hazes within their atmospheres. Measurable spectroscopic features
are needed to establish the optimal resolution and wavelength regions for exoplanet characterization. Other
initiatives from our proposed ERS program include testing the instrument brightness limits and performing
phase-curve observations. The latter are a unique challenge compared to transit observations because of their
significantly longer durations. Using only a single mode, we propose to observe a full-orbit phase curve of
one of the previously characterized, short-orbital-period planets to evaluate the facility-level aspects of long,
uninterrupted time-series observations.
1. INTRODUCTION
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) is currently on
schedule to launch in October of 2018. With the commission-
ing and check-out phases expected to last ∼6 months, Cycle 1
programs will commence as early as April of 2019. This will
include Guaranteed Time Observations (GTOs) and General
Observer (GO) programs, which will have a standard propri-
etary period of one year from their observation dates. With
restricted access to key data sets, only a small fraction of the
community would initially be able to assess the performance
of JWST’s instruments. Further slowing scientific progress,
the Cycle 2 proposal deadlines are currently scheduled for
July and December of 2019 for GTO and GO proposals, re-
spectively (see Figure 1); therefore, the general community
would not be able to write well-informed proposals until Cy-
cle 3 at the earliest. To solve this problem, the JWST Advisory
Committee1 recommended the creation of an Early Release
Science (ERS) program.
The purpose of the ERS program is to provide open access
to a broad suite of JWST science observations as early as pos-
sible in Cycle 12. The program will seed initial discovery,
quickly build community experience with JWST, and inform
the preparation of Cycle 2 proposals. Current plans envisage
approved ERS programs that will:
1. Be published before the GO Cycle 1 call for proposals,
2. Total ∼500 hours of telescope time,
3. Be reviewed and selected by peer-review and executed
by the community,
4. Span key JWST observing modes, data analysis chal-
lenges, and science areas,
5. Be science driven to provide the building blocks for fu-
ture programs,
kbs@uchicago.edu
1 http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/advisory-committee
2 http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/science/ers
6. Have no proprietary period to encourage fast turn-
around and analyses from multiple teams,
7. Be among the first Cycle 1 observations, and
8. Include the rapid delivery of science-enabling products
to the community by ERS teams.
For this final point, examples of science-enabling products
could range from simple observing cookbooks with descrip-
tions of the various instruments systematics to full data reduc-
tion pipelines that produce time-series spectra.
Significant effort has gone into simulating JWST spectra,
typically including known and anticipated sources of ran-
dom and systematic error, for the purpose of predicting the
telescope’s on-sky performance and scientific output (e.g.,
Deming et al. 2009; Batalha et al. 2015; Barstow et al. 2015;
Greene et al. 2016). The implementation of one or more
transiting exoplanet ERS programs will provide a means to
quickly evaluate these predictions and revise expectations
where necessary. In order for the community to optimize
signal-to-noise estimates and telescope time requests to most
efficiently achieve their scientific goals in future observing cy-
cles, it is important to have an ERS program that promptly
measures the performances of all of the recommended observ-
ing modes, so that we can identify and understand potential
systematics and determine which modes are best suited for
various science cases at overlapping wavelength regions.
The breakdown of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
we describe the JWST instruments, their recommended exo-
planet observing modes, and potential systematics. Section 3
presents the criteria to be labeled a community target and
identifies several exoplanets suitable for ERS programs. In
Section 4, we consider several hypothetical exoplanet ERS
programs and what they might achieve. We discuss prepara-
tory programs in Section 5 and, finally, summarize our find-
ings in Section 6.
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FIG. 1.— Current timeline of preparatory, proposal, and observing events for JWST. The one-year proprietary period of GTO/GO Cycle 1 data and the timing of
the Cycle 2 proposal deadlines necessitates the establishment of an ERS program. Given the advancing ERS proposal deadline, preparatory observing programs
must be completed as early as possible during HST Cycle 24 and Spitzer Cycle 13 (if funding is extended). See http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/science/ers for the most
up-to-date timeline.
2. JWST INSTRUMENT MODES AND SYSTEMATICS
Transiting exoplanet studies can utilize all four JWST sci-
entific instruments. These include the Near-InfraRed Cam-
era (NIRCam, PI: Marcia Rieke, Beichman et al. 2012), the
Near-InfraRed Spectrograph (NIRSpec, PI: Peter Jakobsen,
Ferruit et al. 2012), the Near Infrared Imager and Slitless
Spectrograph (NIRISS, PI: René Doyon, Doyon et al. 2012),
and the Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI, PIs: George Rieke
& Gillian Wright, Kendrew et al. 2015; Rieke et al. 2015;
Wells et al. 2015). Here, we provide a brief description of
each instrument as they relate to transiting exoplanets, dis-
cuss how they can be utilized in an exoplanet ERS program,
and justify why such programs are necessary. For a more
detailed description of the instruments and systematics, see
Beichman et al. (2014) and references within. Figure 2 pro-
vides a graphical representation of the recommended spectro-
scopic observing modes at various wavelengths.
2.1. Instrument Modes For Transiting Exoplanets
NIRCam consists of two modules that can view the same
field at different wavelengths through the use of a dichroic
beamsplitter. From 2.4 to 5.0 µm, a grism can be paired with
one of two broadband filters (2.4 – 4.0 and 3.9 – 5.0 µm)
to perform slitless spectroscopy. Simultaneously, NIRCam
can perform photometry in the range of 0.7 – 2.4 µm using
a narrow, medium, wide, or double wide filter for targets as
bright as K∼6 when aided by the use of a defocussing lens.
With NIRSpec, the primary observing modes for transit
spectroscopy of exoplanets will utilize the 1.6′′×1.6′′ aperture
over four wavelength regions (0.7 – 1.2, 1.0 – 1.8, 1.7 – 3.1,
and 2.9 – 5.2 µm). Each region can be observed at medium
or high resolution (R ∼ 1000 and ∼ 2700, respectively). For
targets fainter than J ∼ 10, a low-resolution (R∼ 100) prism
is available from 0.6 to 5.3 µm without saturation. Brighter
targets can be observed with this mode by saturating (and dis-
carding) certain wavelength regions.
NIRISS has a Single Object Slitless Spectroscopy (SOSS)
mode that utilizes a crossed-dispersed grism to obtain simulta-
neous wavelength coverage from 0.6 to 2.5 µm with R∼ 700.
A weak cylindrical lens broadens the spectrum in the spatial
direction to a width of 20 – 25 pixels, thus enabling the obser-
vation of targets as bright as J ∼ 7.
MIRI provides wavelength coverage from 5.0 to 28 µm in
two spectroscopic modes. The low-resolution spectrograph
(LRS, R ∼ 100) can simultaneously acquire transit data from
5.0 to 12 µm either with or without a slit. The medium-
resolution spectrograph (MRS, R = 1300 − 3700) can span the
full wavelength range but requires four different integral field
units (IFUs, 5.0 – 7.7, 7.7 – 11.9, 11.9 – 18.4, 18.4 – 28.3 µm)
and, because the spectra are interleaved, three visits for com-
plete wavelength coverage. The MRS mode is likely to have
significant data reduction and systematic modeling challenges
due to complexities in the instrument design, undersampling
of the point spread function, the potential for image slicer and
slit losses, and based on previous attempts to obtain and an-
alyze time-series data with IFUs (Angerhausen et al. 2006).
Although MRS is the only spectroscopic option available at
wavelengths > 12 µm, broadband photometry is also feasi-
ble.
2.2. Telescope and Instrument Systematics
It is vital to make a thorough test of the instruments early
in the mission because it is likely that systematics will dom-
inate the signals in the data. JWST and its instruments con-
stitute a general purpose observatory, and while a lot of work
has recently gone in to optimizing and characterizing the in-
struments for transit observations, the facility was not orig-
inally designed for this purpose. Therefore, we expect that
systematics like some of those seen in Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST) and Spitzer Space Telescope transit observations
could also be seen in JWST data. These systematics might
arise from properties of the telescope like pointing jitter, drift,
and flexure driven by thermal changes; properties of the de-
tectors like inter- and intra-pixel sensitivity variations, per-
sistence or charge trapping, non-linearity, and instability of
the readout electronics; properties of the instruments like slit
losses, variations of the throughput over the field of view,
spectral and spatial pixel sampling, and optical contamina-
tion; and operational requirements that interrupt the observa-
tions. We discuss some of these issues below and provide
examples from current facilities to further motivate the need
for a thorough assessment of JWST’s capabilities in exoplanet
ERS programs.
Early in its life, HST encountered unexpected vibration is-
sues in its original solar arrays that led to line-of-sight jit-
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FIG. 2.— Recommended spectroscopic observing modes for transiting ex-
oplanets. For objects brighter than J ∼ 11, at least three visits will be re-
quired to achieve complete spectral coverage from 0.6 to 5.0 µm. NIRSpec’s
low-resolution prism mode may be a viable single-visit option for fainter tar-
gets. MIRI’s MRS mode uses a dichroic to simultaneously observe in all four
channels, but can only acquire spectral data from one sub-band (A, B, or C) at
any given time. Therefore, the MRS mode requires three visits for complete
wavelength coverage.
ter. Although its arrays were later replaced, the spacecraft
still undergoes thermal breathing on a timescale of ∼ 30 min-
utes. The primary source of these systematics is the large ther-
mal gradients experienced when entering and exiting Earth’s
shadow. JWST will not orbit the Earth, so it will not undergo
such extreme temperature variations, but large spacecraft mo-
tions due to pointing changes may require a significant set-
tling time that may still not fully nullify line-of-sight jitter. As
an example, Spitzer takes ∼ 30 minutes to settle subsequent
to large changes in pointing, after which source positions un-
dergo jitter (or wobble) with an amplitude of 0.08 pixels and
a slow linear drift of 0.01 pixels per hour (Ingalls et al. 2016).
The wobble is caused by a battery heater cycling on and off
while the long-term drift is caused by a discrepancy between
the spacecraft’s instantaneous velocity aberration and the on-
board aberration correction that only takes place at the start of
each observation.
JWST will have a comparable jitter to pixel-scale ratio as
that of Spitzer/IRAC (Beichman et al. 2014), but its impact
will vary between instruments. Those with smaller spectral
extent (or height) along their spatial directions will encom-
pass fewer pixels and thus be more susceptible to inter- and
intra-pixel sensitivity variations. The former is due to an
imprecise flat field and the latter is thought to be the result
of a non-uniform quantum efficiency across the pixel sur-
face. Intra-pixel sensitivity variations are the primary sys-
tematic in Spitzer’s InSb detector arrays and methods to pre-
cisely model this systematic took several years to develop
(e.g., Ballard et al. 2010; Stevenson et al. 2012; Lewis et al.
2013; Deming et al. 2015). Recent work by the community
(Ingalls et al. 2016) has shown that we now have a good un-
derstanding of Spitzer systematics and can achieve consistent
results using multiple techniques.
Although NIRCam, NIRSpec, and NIRISS are function-
ally different instruments, they operate at overlapping near-
infrared wavelength regions using similar Teledyne HgCdTe
“Hawaii” detectors. Since HST/WFC3 also uses a HgCdTe
Hawaii detector, we can anticipate some of the instrument
systematics that we are likely to encounter. For example,
at fluences > 40,000 e- per pixel, WFC3 experiences an in-
crease in intensity (similar to a ramp or hook) after each
buffer dump (e.g., Berta et al. 2012; Deming et al. 2013;
Swain et al. 2013; Wilkins et al. 2014). For similar reasons,
but independent of flux, WFC3 also exhibits an HST orbit-
long ramp that is readily apparent in most spatial scan data
(e.g., Kreidberg et al. 2014b; Wakeford et al. 2016). Because
WFC3 is a slitless spectrograph, it is not subject to slit losses.
However, NIRSpec’s 1.6′′ square aperture may be subject to
slit losses in the event of larger-than-expected telescope jitter
or drift.
MIRI uses a Si:As array that is a successor to Spitzer’s
IRAC detectors at 5.8 and 8.0 µm. IRAC’s redder channel
exhibited a well-studied, time-dependent rising ramp (e.g.,
Harrington et al. 2007; Knutson et al. 2009; Agol et al. 2010;
Stevenson et al. 2012) while the bluer channel’s falling ramp
was similar but less-studied. As a result, we can leverage past
experience with Spitzer to better understand and remove what
are likely to be similar systematics in MIRI.
Ultimately, there is no transit-spectroscopy-specific error
budget for JWST or any of its instrument modes. Until we
can make on-sky measurements, it is unclear which instru-
ment and observing-mode combination will achieve the best
performance with minimal systematics. Measuring the instru-
ments’ relative on-sky performances can most effectively be
achieved by observing a single target orbiting a quiet, mod-
erately bright host star in all recommended modes and wave-
length regions. By observing a common source with a quiet
host star, the community will be able to directly compare the
capabilities of each instrument, investigate potential offsets
between exoplanet transmission/emission spectra at overlap-
ping wavelengths, and establish a list of best observing prac-
tices from the beginning. By not pushing the limits of each
instrument, we will be able to apply standard detector read
patterns (e.g., reset – read – read...) and investigate typical in-
strument behaviors that will apply to the majority of transiting
exoplanet observations.
3. COMMUNITY TARGETS
Here we identify exoplanets that are best suited to achieving
the goals of the ERS program. Because ERS data will have
no proprietary period and are intended to provide the building
blocks for future programs, we refer to these exoplanets as
“community targets.” Most exoplanets do not qualify as com-
munity targets because they do not meet the necessary cri-
teria. Specifically, we assert that a community target should
have the following attributes:
1. A high ecliptic latitude (|β|> 45◦),
2. A short orbital period (P < 10 days),
3. A well-constrained orbital solution and planet mass,
4. A relatively bright and quiet host star (J < 10.5,
logR′HK . −4.8), and
5. A transmission spectrum with measurable spectro-
scopic features (∆D > 50 ppm/H).
A high ecliptic latitude and short orbital period are necessary
to ensure a long visibility window (& 6 months) with a rea-
sonable number of transit opportunities (& 20). Unexpected
delays can push back the launch date or commencement of
Cycle 1 by several months; therefore, a community target can-
not have a highly restrictive visibility window. Also, a planet
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FIG. 3.— Comparison of J-band magnitude and JWST visibility window
for 12 community targets. HAT-P-11 (solid green line) is a bright, but active
star and WASP-62 (solid black line) is in JWST’s continuous viewing zone. In
the event that HAT-P-11b and WASP-62b are unsuitable community targets,
there are eight additional systems with J < 10 and at least three community
targets that are visible at any given time. The gray region depicts the nominal
start month for Cycle 1.
with a relatively short orbital period is necessary to complete
observations in all instrument modes and wavelength regions
within a reasonable time frame (< 3 months).
A well-constrained orbital solution includes a precise
ephemeris to minimize transit time uncertainties with JWST
and, desirably, a known eccentricity for future secondary-
eclipse observations. Furthermore, a planet mass constraint
is required to interpret a transmission spectrum and draw con-
clusions about the atmosphere. Without the presence of tran-
sit timing variations (TTVs) to make a mass determination,
we must rely on the radial velocity technique, which requires
a relatively bright and quiet host star. The spectroscopic light
curve signal-to-noise ratio also benefits from having a bright
star, while a quiet host star minimizes confusion between the
desired signal and non-Gaussian, time-correlated astrophysi-
cal variations. Finally, it is important that the JWST instru-
ments are sensitive to spectroscopic features within a trans-
mission spectrum to properly characterize the atmosphere and
determine the best resolution. We estimate the signal size per
scale height, ∆D ∼ 2HRPR2S where H =
kBTeq
µg , assuming a cloud-
free atmosphere at constant T eq and a mean molecular weight
of 2.2 u.
Tables 1 and 2 list the planet and stellar properties, respec-
tively, of 12 systems that meet the criteria for becoming a
community target. If compelling, new targets are discovered
in the near future, they could be added to this list. Figure 3
compares host star J-band magnitudes against their JWST vis-
ibility windows. HAT-P-11 and WASP-62 are the brightest
stars shown; the latter is in JWST’s continuous viewing zone
(CVZ).
Figure 4 plots the same 12 targets as functions of equilib-
rium temperature, T eq, and surface gravity, g. It also displays
the measured 1.4 µm water feature strength of 14 planets (two
of which overlap) from HST/WFC3 observations. Based on
the model by Stevenson (2016), which suggests that exoplan-
ets with T eq> 700 K and logg > 2.8 dex are less likely to
have obscuring clouds, nine of the community targets should
have measurable spectroscopic features in transmission with
HST and JWST. Three exceptions (HAT-P-40b, WASP-63b,
and WASP-101b) are more likely to have muted spectroscopic
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FIG. 4.— Expected 1.4 µm water feature strength as functions of equi-
librium temperature and surface gravity (background colors). Blue and red
squares represent planets with strong and weak measured water features,
respectively, as determined by Stevenson (2016). The dotted lines (where
H2O – J ∼ 1) delineate the two regimes. Nine of twelve community targets(yellow diamonds) are expected to have partly cloudy atmospheres or better
with measurable spectroscopic features. HAT-P-40b, WASP-63b, and WASP-
101b are the only targets predicted to have muted spectroscopic features due
to obscuring clouds. The model only considers planets with hydrogen-rich
atmospheres.
features, though not necessarily flat spectra.
In the subsections below, we discuss each system in detail,
including their advantages and disadvantages as community
targets in a hypothetical ERS program. We also rate the tar-
gets subjectively on a scale from 1 to 5, where higher values
are given to targets with more favorable parameters. New in-
formation can always change the scores of individual targets.
One important aspect to consider when planning exoplanet
observations is the transit duration. Planets with shorter tran-
sit durations make for more efficient ERS programs because
they require fewer hours for a fixed number of observations.
No community target will require more than one visit per ob-
serving mode to measure a signal because preparatory pro-
grams (see Section 5) will vet targets with flat transmission
spectra. Other aspects to consider include the timing of the
visibility window and the brightness of the host star. It is im-
portant to note that all comparisons below are relative to the
other targets on this list.
3.1. HAT-P-3b
HAT-P-3b (Torres et al. 2007) has the second shortest tran-
sit duration, a moderate predicted signal size, and orbits a
J = 9.9 star that is visible from December through June.
Todorov et al. (2013) report on secondary-eclipse measure-
ments of HAT-P-3b using Spitzer and find elevated levels of
red noise in the light curves that may be due to slightly en-
hanced chromospheric activity from the host star.
Score: 3
3.2. HAT-P-11b
Fraine et al. (2014) report the detection of water vapor
in the transmission spectrum of HAT-P-11b (Bakos et al.
2010). This suggests this Neptune-size object has a predom-
inantly cloud-free atmosphere at the pressure levels probed
by HST/WFC3. The planet also has a relatively short tran-
sit duration (2.3 hr) and a visibility window that begins
within JWST’s nominal Cycle 1 start month. HAT-P-11 is
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TABLE 1
PLANET AND OBSERVATION PROPERTIES
Name Period T eq log g Tr. Depth Tr. Dur. Signal Sizea Vis. Window # Transits Scoreb
(Days) (K) (dex) (%) (hr) (ppm/H)
HAT-P-3b 2.900 1160 3.26 1.23 2.1 90 Dec 11 – Jun 28 69 3
HAT-P-11b 4.888 870 3.06 0.33 2.3 60 Apr 30 – Nov 26 44 2
HAT-P-40b 4.457 1760 2.71 0.65 6.1 140 Jun 15 – Dec 31 45 1
TrES-2b 2.471 1500 3.30 1.57 1.8 100 Apr 09 – Nov 12 89 3
WASP-3b 1.847 1990 3.48 1.03 2.8 60 Mar 24 – Oct 17 112 3
WASP-62b 4.412 1430 2.86 1.23 3.8 180 Jan 01 – Dec 31 83 5
WASP-63b 4.378 1530 2.66 0.61 5.3 150 Sep 23 – Apr 05 45 4
WASP-79b 3.662 1760 2.88 1.15 3.8 170 Aug 11 – Feb 24 54 4
WASP-97b 2.073 1540 3.41 1.19 2.6 70 May 28 – Dec 20 99 3
WASP-100b 2.849 2200 3.24 0.76 3.8 60 May 22 – Jan 31 90 3
WASP-101b 3.586 1550 2.79 1.26 2.7 240 Sep 27 – Apr 08 53 5
XO-1b 3.942 1210 3.19 1.76 2.9 120 Feb 02 – Aug 21 51 4
aPredicted signal size per scale height assumes a cloud-free atmosphere at constant T eq and a mean molecular weight of 2.2 u.
bThis subjective scoring system ranges from 1 to 5, where higher values are given to targets with more favorable parameters.
TABLE 2
STELLAR PROPERTIES
Name R.A. Decl. Ecl. Lat. V-Band J-Band logR′HKa
(HH:MM:SS.ss) (DD:MM:SS.s) (◦) (mag) (mag)
HAT-P-3 13:44:22.58 +48:01:43.2 +53.0 11.6 9.9 -4.904
HAT-P-11 19:50:50.14 +48:04:49.1 +66.6 9.6 7.6 -4.567
HAT-P-40 22:22:03.10 +45:27:26.4 +50.3 11.3 10.4 -5.140
TrES-2 19:07:14.04 +49:18:59.0 +70.7 11.4 10.2 -4.949
WASP-3 18:34:31.62 +35:39:41.5 +58.7 10.6 9.6 -4.872
WASP-62 05:48:33.59 -63:59:18.2 -87.2 10.2 9.3 -4.7
WASP-63 06:17:20.75 -38:19:23.8 -61.6 11.2 9.8 –
WASP-79 04:25:29.02 -30:36:01.5 -51.3 10.0 9.3 –
WASP-97 01:38:25.04 -55:46:19.4 -58.4 10.6 9.4 –
WASP-100 04:35:50.32 -64:01:37.3 -80.9 10.8 9.9 –
WASP-101 06:33:24.26 -23:29:10.2 -46.6 10.3 9.3 –
XO-1 16:02:11.84 +28:10:10.4 +47.6 11.2 9.9 -4.958
aValues from Knutson et al. (2010), except for HAT-P-40 and WASP-62 (H. Isaacson and A. Triaud 2016, private communications).
the brightest host star on the list and would saturate the de-
tector in some observing modes. The star is also relatively
active, causing visible star spot crossing events in the tran-
sit light curves (Deming et al. 2011; Sanchis-Ojeda & Winn
2011; Fraine et al. 2014).
Score: 2
3.3. HAT-P-40b
HAT-P-40b (Hartman et al. 2012) has the longest transit du-
ration across the faintest host star on the list. It also has rela-
tively few transits during its visibility window, which does not
start until mid-June. Although the planet’s theoretical spectro-
scopic feature size is 140 ppm/H, clouds may obscure part of
that signal (Stevenson 2016).
Score: 1
3.4. TrES-2b
Like HAT-P-11b, TrES-2b (O’Donovan et al. 2006) has a
short transit duration (1.8 hr, due to a near-grazing transit)
and a visibility window that coincides with JWST’s nomi-
nal Cycle 1 start date. In contrast to HAT-P-11b, TrES-2b’s
shorter orbital period and deeper transit depth results in twice
as many transit opportunities and a ∼ 60% larger predicted
signal (assuming cloud-free atmospheres). TrEs-2 is 2.6 mag
fainter than HAT-P-11 in the J-band and second faintest over-
all. HST/WFC3 observed a single transit of TrES-2b in
the less-efficient stare mode; therefore, the reported depths
(Ranjan et al. 2014) have insufficient precision to definitively
detect water vapor or constrain the presence of clouds. Fu-
ture observations with spatial scan mode should achieve the
necessary precision. Kipping & Bakos (2011) and Raetz et al.
(2014) present constraints from high-precision Kepler pho-
tometry that reveal to measurable TTVs.
Score: 3
3.5. WASP-3b
WASP-3b (Pollacco et al. 2008) has a reasonable transit du-
ration and, due to its short 1.8 day orbital period, has the high-
est number of transit opportunities. WASP-3 is the second-
brightest host star (after WASP-62) whose visibility window
coincides with JWST’s nominal Cycle 1 start date. Therefore,
should WASP-62b not be a viable target then WASP-3b may
present a good option. Unfortunately, the planet’s large mass
(2.0 MJ) does result in a small predicted signal size that is
comparable to that of HAT-P-11b. Although there are four
transit observations of WASP-3b (three with NICMOS and
one stare-mode with WFC3/G102, GO Program 11495), none
of their results have been published. Regardless, we estimate
that these data sets have insufficient precision to constrain the
presence of clouds. Spitzer thermal emission observations at
3.6, 4.5, and 8.0 µm (Rostron et al. 2014) reveal moderate lev-
els of correlated noise in one of the residual light curves.
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Score: 3
3.6. WASP-62b
WASP-62 (Hellier et al. 2012) is the second-brightest host
star (after HAT-P-11) and has the distinction of being the only
system in JWST’s CVZ. This results in a large number of tran-
sit opportunities at any time of year. WASP-62b has the sec-
ond largest predicted signal size (180 ppm/H) for a cloud-free
atmosphere; however, it also has a relatively long transit du-
ration (3.8 hr), thus potentially requiring a sizable number of
hours to complete an ERS program.
Score: 5
3.7. WASP-63b
WASP-63b’s (Hellier et al. 2012) is an inflated planet with
a large predicted signal size, but its visibility window opens
∼ 6 months after the nominal Cycle 1 start date. This could
make WASP-63b a good target should JWST experience any
significant delays. The planet’s host star is moderately bright
(J = 9.8), but its 5.3 hr transit duration is the second-longest
of all the targets.
Score: 3
3.8. WASP-79b
Similar to WASP-63b, WASP-79b (Smalley et al. 2012) has
a large predicted signal size and an ill-timed visibility win-
dow. Otherwise, the planet’s transit duration and host star
brightness are more favorable than those of WASP-63b. Un-
published Spitzer eclipse observations at 3.6 and 4.5 µm may
reveal clues about WASP-79’s activity level.
Score: 4
3.9. WASP-97b
WASP-97 (Hellier et al. 2014) is nearly as bright as two
other favorable target stars (WASP-62 and WASP-79) and the
planet’s transit duration is 1.2 hr shorter, but WASP-97b’s
cloud-free predicted signal size (70 ppm/H) is 2.5× smaller
than these other planets.
Score: 3
3.10. WASP-100b
WASP-100b (Hellier et al. 2014) has a large number of
transit opportunities due to its long visibility window (> 8
months) that opens shortly after the nominal Cycle 1 start
date. However, it also has a relatively long transit duration
and one of the smallest predicted signal sizes (60 ppm/H),
similar to HAT-P-11b and WASP-3b.
Score: 3
3.11. WASP-101b
This highly inflated planet (Hellier et al. 2014) has the
largest predicted signal size, its 2.7 hr transit duration is quite
reasonable, and its host star is relatively bright. Interestingly,
WASP-101b’s only weakness may turn out to be an asset. The
planet’s visibility window opens∼ 6 months after the nominal
Cycle 1 start date; however, should JWST experience any sig-
nificant delays and WASP-62b be cloudy, then WASP-101b
may become the most viable community target for an ERS
program.
Score: 5
3.12. XO-1b
With reasonable transit duration (2.9 hr), predicted signal
size (120 ppm/H), visibility window, and host star brightness
(J = 9.9), none of XO-1b’s (McCullough et al. 2006) phys-
ical characteristics enable it to stand out from the crowd.
It is actually the lack of any downside that makes this sys-
tem so appealing. Furthermore, Deming et al. (2013) detect
a ∼ 200 ppm water absorption feature in transmission using
HST/WFC3, thus confirming the absence of obscuring clouds.
Score: 4
4. EXOPLANET ERS PROGRAMS
There are a multitude of hypothetical exoplanet ERS pro-
grams whose data could reveal unexpected instrument sys-
tematics, propel new data analysis challenges, and ultimately
enhance our understanding of JWST observing modes. Be-
low we describe several potential programs and the issues that
they might address. We emphasize that JWST’s commission-
ing and check-out phases are not meant for programs such as
these and that a total of ∼500 hr will be available for ERS
programs.
4.1. Program 1: Simply the Best
The goal of this program is to identify the best overall JWST
observing modes for exoplanet characterization. Important
factors to consider include the instrument duty cycle (the frac-
tion of time gathering photons) and efficiency (number of vis-
its needed to cover a certain wavelength region), the quality
of the spectroscopic light curves (considering both precision
and presence of time-correlated noise), and the impact of any
instrument systematics (including size and repeatability). For
example, a large but repeatable instrument systematic that is
wavelength independent can more readily be modeled and,
thus, may result in more precise corrected spectroscopic light
curves than those from a similar mode with smaller systemat-
ics that exhibit less-predictable behavior.
The best way to compare JWST observing modes, while
still performing interesting science, is to acquire data contigu-
ously from the same source because the individual observing
modes cannot all acquire data simultaneously. Thus, observ-
ing the same exoplanet transiting a quiet star in all recom-
mended modes minimizes potential effects due to variations
in source brightness and stability, and simplifies the compar-
ison process. It also minimizes the prospect of planet vari-
ability (Demory et al. 2016). Observing primary transits (in-
stead of secondary eclipses) ensures that we will measure a
signal at all wavelengths and allows us to verify the adequacy
of our limb-darkening models, which is important given the
unrivaled precision expected with JWST.
There are good reasons to test as many of the recommended
observing modes as possible for each instrument. First, the
amplitude of any systematics may be wavelength dependent
and second, with overlapping wavelength regions, we will be
able to compare transmission spectra on both absolute and
relative scales. The latter will help identify wavelength sub-
regions that do not behave as expected. For example, we’ll
be able to precisely identify where the edges of each filter
no longer provide reliable results under the assumptions of
our analyses. This, in turn, will help guide the stitching pro-
cess between spectra from neighboring wavelength regions by
minimizing potential conflicts.
NIRCam, NIRSpec, and NIRISS utilize a total of at least
seven observing modes (see Figure 2) that are suitable for exo-
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planet observations. Together, they obtain complete, overlap-
ping spectra from 0.6 to 5.0 µm. Thus, with at least seven vis-
its, any single community target can likely fulfill the needs of
this program. For example, WASP-62b would require∼ 58 hr
of JWST time to complete Program 1. This includes two hours
of out-of-transit baseline both before and after transit to de-
termine the baseline flux and adequately constrain any instru-
ment systematics, plus 30 minutes per visit for telescope set-
tling (8.3 hr total per visit). Similar strategies are applied to
time-series Spitzer observations.
4.2. Program 2: MIRI, MIRI on the Wall
This program is similar in design to the one above; how-
ever, it focuses on the only instrument capable of acquiring
data at wavelengths > 5.0 µm where important absorption by
cloud species may be present. MIRI’s LRS mode and the first
two channels of its MRS mode acquire overlapping spectra
from 5.0 to 12 µm. This program can determine if a single
visit at low resolution (LRS mode) is sufficient for exoplanet
characterization or if three visits at medium resolution (MRS
mode) are necessary for complete wavelength coverage.
Additionally, Program 2 can check for consistency with
neighboring NIRCam and NIRSpec spectra at 5.0 µm and
MRS Channels 3 and 4 at > 12 µm. To facilitate the compar-
ison at lower wavelengths while maximizing ERS efficiency,
this program should use the same target as Program 1 and
acquire only transit data. Due to the synergy between observ-
ing modes and programs, an alternate grouping could include
LRS as part of Program 1 and the addition of broadband phot-
metry using MIRI’s imager to Program 2.
Four visits are needed to obtain spectra in all of the rec-
ommended observing modes while obtaining complete wave-
length coverage. Correspondingly for WASP-62b, Program
2 would require 33 hr. Any emission spectroscopy or direct
imaging measurements would require additional visits.
4.3. Program 3: The Sky is Not the Limit
The purpose of this program is to test the brightness lim-
its of the instruments using the fastest read patterns available
while still meeting the science requirement of the ERS pro-
gram. Program 3 can search for flux-dependent systematic
effects and deviations from linearity that might bias exoplanet
characterization. As an example of the former, HST’s WFC3
detector exhibits a ramp- or hook-like systematic at fluences
> 40,000 e- (Berta et al. 2012; Wilkins et al. 2014), and for
the latter, the Spitzer/IRAC linearity correction is good to
∼ 1%, which is insufficient for high-precision measurements
such as these. This program can also validate the fastest read
patterns that will eventually be used to characterize the atmo-
spheres of the nearest transiting exoplanets.
Targets would be selected to closely match the reported
brightness limits of each detector. A brighter host star such as
HAT-P-11 is likely a reasonable target for NIRISS (J > 8.1 in
its standard mode). Conversely, a fainter host star (e.g., HAT-
P-40, TrES-2, or XO-1) may be suitable for NIRSpec using
the low-resolution prism. Both targets can efficiently test their
respective detectors during a single visit by covering large
ranges in wavelength and flux (due to sensitivity variations in
the response curves). For these two targets, Program 3 would
require ∼ 13 hr of JWST time. NIRCam, which does not of-
fer a broad wavelength option for spectroscopy, has an L-band
limit of 3.7 and MIRI’s K-band limit using LRS mode is in the
range of 3 – 5 (see Table 4 from Beichman et al. (2014)). Due
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FIG. 5.— Comparison of J-band magnitude and JWST visibility window for
five potential phase-curve targets. Together, WASP-18 and WASP-19 (solid
lines) offer continuous viewing of at least one target. One of WASP-43’s
visibility windows also coincides with JWST’s nominal start month. The gray
region depicts the nominal start month for Cycle 1.
to the limited availability of known transiting-planet host stars
at these magnitudes, a regular GO or engineering program is
better suited to test the limits of these instruments.
4.4. Program 4: Phase Curves in HD
This program would seek to observe a single target over
its entire orbit, thereby measuring the planet’s emission as a
function of orbital phase. The goal is not to compare differ-
ent observing modes, but rather validate one of the recom-
mended modes for this challenging observation. A full ex-
oplanet phase curve with JWST would reveal a multitude of
important information, including any day-night variation in
composition or thermal structure, the heat redistribution effi-
ciency, and the presence of inhomogeneous cloud cover. Such
a long-duration observation could also reveal systematics and
stability issues only apparent over these longer baselines.
Interpretation of the first phase-curve observation would
be best served by a target with a short (. 24 hr) orbital
period. This excludes all of our community targets, but a
search of short-orbital-period exoplanets with existing HST or
Spitzer phase curves reveals five promising options: WASP-
12b, WASP-18b, WASP-19b, WASP-43b, and WASP-103b
(see Figure 5). Standard practices include beginning an obser-
vation shortly before secondary eclipse and finishing shortly
after the subsequent eclipse to more-reliably anchor the phase
curve against any long-term drift in flux. Therefore, this pro-
gram will require . 30 hr of continuous telescope time to
complete one observation.
The most interesting observing mode might be NIRSpec’s
G395M/H grating (2.9 – 5.2 µm) because it overlaps with
warm Spitzer’s two broadband photometric channels, thus
providing an excellent comparison to previously published
phase-curve results from a well-studied instrument. Alterna-
tively, any mode that encompasses 1.1 – 1.7 µm could prove
fruitful for targets whose phase curves have been observed by
HST/WFC3. The successful completion of Programs 1 and
2 would help guide future phase-curve observations in other
modes.
4.5. Total Time Commitment
Assuming Programs 1 and 2 select WASP-62b as their com-
munity target, the sum of Programs 1 – 4 is 134 hr, which
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is ∼ 27% of the total 500 hr allocation for ERS programs.
This percentage is in line with JWST’s four principal science
themes: first light and reionization, the assembly of galaxies,
the birth of stars and protoplanetary systems, and planets and
origins of life.
5. PREPARATORY PROGRAMS
In preparation for the ERS program with JWST, we need
HST and Spitzer observations of the most promising commu-
nity targets. The primary goal of these observations should be
to identify community targets with predominantly cloud-free
atmospheres. Obscuring clouds/hazes significantly reduce the
size of spectroscopic features and limit the amount of infor-
mation that can be obtained from the observations (such as the
optimal resolution and wavelength regions for abundance re-
trieval studies). Currently, the presence of clouds/hazes can be
determined by measuring the strength of the 1.4 µm water va-
por feature using HST/WFC3 alone (e.g., Deming et al. 2013;
Mandell et al. 2013; Kreidberg et al. 2014a, 2015; Stevenson
2016) or calculating the slope in the transmission spectrum
between the Spitzer and HST/WFC3 wavelength regions (e.g.,
Sing et al. 2016). Additional goals should include measur-
ing the photometric stability of the host stars, improving
ephemerides, searching for nearby companion stars, and pro-
viding a baseline for comparison between current facilities
and JWST instruments. Once one or more suitable commu-
nity targets have been identified, we recommend follow-up
observations using HST’s COS and STIS instruments at wave-
lengths not accessible with JWST.
The ERS proposal submission deadline is expected to be in
the summer of 2017; therefore, to allow adequate time for data
analyses, publications, and ERS proposal writing, all prepara-
tory observations should be completed by the end of 2016.
Furthermore, since ERS program observations cannot overlap
with GTO program observations, we must coordinate with the
GTO team leads to avoid duplication issues and ensure that
the combination of GTO and ERS programs efficiently covers
the diverse array of recommended JWST observing modes.
The GTO proposal deadline is currently set for April 2017.
To meet these pressing requirements, we recommend initiat-
ing HST and Spitzer observing programs immediately.
6. SUMMARY
The JWST Advisory Committee expressed concerns that the
dearth of publicly available data prior to the Cycle 2 proposal
deadlines would lead to intellectually costly delays both in
our understanding of JWST and its scientific output. As a so-
lution, they recommended the creation of the Early Release
Science program to provide open access to a broad suite of
JWST science observations as early as possible in Cycle 1.
As part of an open discussion at the Enabling Transiting
Exoplanet Science with JWST workshop3 (held 2015 Novem-
ber 16–18 at STScI), the proposition to designate “commu-
nity targets” for one or more exoplanet ERS programs took
hold. Here we have identified 12 potential community tar-
gets, the most favorable being WASP-62b because of its large
predicted signal size, relatively bright host star, and location
in JWST’s CVZ.
We have described several key exoplanet ERS programs de-
signed to compare the diverse array of recommended JWST
observing modes, quickly enhance our observing and data
3 http://www.stsci.edu/jwst/science/exoplanets
analysis experience, and seed initial scientific discovery. Pro-
gram 1 advocates for acquiring transits of a single target us-
ing seven observing modes over three instruments (NIRCam,
NIRSpec, and NIRISS) to identify the best modes for exo-
planet characterization at wavelengths < 5.0 µm. Program 2
recommends performing a similar assessment with the same
target except at longer wavelengths using MIRI’s various ob-
serving modes. Program 3 explores testing the brightness lim-
its of some instrument modes using fast read patterns and Pro-
gram 4 proposes a single phase-curve observation of a target
with previously published results.
To determine the optimal resolution and wavelength regions
for abundance retrieval studies and, ultimately, meet the sci-
ence requirements set forth by the ERS program, a commu-
nity target must have an atmosphere with measurable spectro-
scopic features (i.e., a non-flat transmission spectrum). The
prevalence of clouds/hazes in exoplanet atmospheres makes
identifying viable targets prior to the first GTO proposal dead-
line a priority. Therefore, we recommend initiating prepara-
tory observing programs with HST and Spitzer to characterize
the atmospheres of the most promising community targets by
the end of 2016.
KBS recognizes support from the Sagan Fellowship Pro-
gram, supported by NASA and administered by the NASA
Exoplanet Science Institute (NExScI).
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